Villa Price €6,600,000
13251
- Portugal Algarve Central Vale do Lobo

Property Description

Basic Details
Listing ID:

<p>Stunning
<strong>villa
for
sale&nbsp;</strong>with
<strong>sea
views</strong> and<strong> direct access to the
beach</strong>, in<strong> Vale do Lobo,
Algarve, Portugal</strong>.</p>
<p>On the<strong> shoreline </strong>of
the<strong> Ocean Club</strong>, there is the
magnificent&nbsp;<strong>contemporary</strong>design&nbsp;<strong>Infinity
Villa</strong><strong>&nbsp;</strong>that
blends in naturally with the beauty of the
surrounding landscape, resulting in an unmatched
five-room <strong>property </strong>with
a&nbsp;breathtaking&nbsp;<strong>view</stron
g>&nbsp;of
the
<strong>ocean
</strong>and<strong>&nbsp;direct access to the
beach</strong>.</p>
<p>You enter the property on the first floor
where the hall, which benefits from<strong> sea
views</strong> and a&nbsp;<strong>swimming
pool</strong>, gives access to the master suite
with<strong> terrace</strong>. Still on the first
floor, there is the luminous living and dining room
with an&nbsp;open-plan kitchen&nbsp;with easy
access between the indoor and outdoor spaces,
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0

complemented by a <strong>swimming pool
</strong>and a<strong> landscaped garden
</strong>on two levels. On the ground floor,
there
are
three
bedrooms
with
ensuite&nbsp;bathrooms
flanked
by
<strong>patio areas</strong>, while on the
lower floor, divided into two levels, there&#39;s a
<strong>cinema
room</strong>,
a
<strong>wine cellar </strong>and the access to
another&nbsp;bedroom adjacent to the
<strong>spa</strong>.</p>
<p>This<strong> property is sold</strong>
fully&nbsp;<strong>furnished</strong> and
includes the subscription for five years to the
<strong>golf course</strong> and the
<strong>Wellness Centre </strong>for two
people.</p>
<p>Internationally awarded, LUXIMOS Christie's
presents more than 1,200 properties for sale in
Portugal, offering an excellent service in real
estate brokerage. LUXIMOS Christie's is the
exclusive affiliate of Christie´s International Real
Estate (1350 offices in 46 countries) for the
Algarve, Porto and North of Portugal, and
provides its services to homeowners who are
selling their properties, and to national and
international buyers, who wish to buy real estate
in Portugal.</p> <p>Our selection includes
modern and contemporary properties, near the
sea or by theriver, in Foz do Douro, in Porto,
Boavista, Matosinhos, Vilamoura, Tavira, Ria
Formosa, Lagos, Almancil, Vale do Lobo, Quinta
do Lago, near the golf courses or the marina.</p>
<p>LIc AMI 9063</p>
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Longitude:

W9° 56' 10.7''
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N37° 3' 18.4''
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